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LEGAL PLURALISM AND
INDIGENOUS RIGHTS: BOLIVIA,
COLOMBIA AND ECUADOR
by Sergio Miranda Hayes
How do indigenous rights and legal pluralism work within the constitutional systems of Bolivia,
Colombia and Ecuador from the comparative perspective?
- Legal Interpretation and analysis
- Comparative Law
- Literature review
- Elements of comparative law
- Cualitative approach

Enhancing Indigenous Rights
 The

International Labor Convention 169 (1989) THE
RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION

 Constitution

of Colombia of 1991, guarantees the
right to cultural diversity and proclaims the equality
of cultures

 The

Constitutions of Ecuador(2008) and Bolivia
(2009)

THE “NEW” LEGAL PLURALISM


This is not only the coexistence of many jurisdictions within
one sovereign territory



Indigenous justice is conceived as an important part of a
political project which has a "decolonizing" and "anticapitalist" spirit.



Second independence that finally breaks the Eurocentric
relations that have conditioned the development processes in
the last two hundred years

Boaventura de Souza Santos

THE NEW
DECOLONIZATION
Retrieval of their own institutions
against the trends of hegemonic
governance of the western culture.

DECOLONIZATION IN THE
CONSTITUIONAL SYSTEMS


Bolivia (arts. 9 1 and 78)



The preamble of the Constitution of Ecuador condemns all forms of colonization
by saying that the citizens of Ecuador are the heirs of victory against
colonialism



Judgment T-496/96 in Colombia (assasination case doble punishment)


all forms of discrimination against them, but in addition, it protects cultural
diversity, granting certain rights based on the community as a collective
entity.



The Acceptance of the “otherness” multiplicity of life forms and systems of
different understanding of the world of Western culture

MODEL OF STATE: PLURALISTIC OR
PLURINATIONAL?
 Bolivia and Ecuador. Art. 1 (Plurinational)
New principles of organization of power based on diversity, equality, dignity of peoples,
multiculturalism and a model of equal legal pluralism, with explicit recognition of indigenous
judicial functions and new “decolonized” institutions ((judgment of 27 April 0112/2012 Bolivia,
and Judgment 113/14 Ecuador)
 Judgment T-496/96 in Colombia (assasination case) (Pluralistic)
Coexistence of rights of the individual as such, and the rights of the community to be different and
to have the support of the State to protect such a difference
the 'acceptance of otherness' linked to acceptance of the multiplicity of life forms and systems of
different understanding of the world of Western culture "
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MODEL OF STATE: PLURALISTIC OR
PLURINATIONAL?
PLURINATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
• Congress and other instances quotas
• Plurinational Constitutional Courts
- Technical Secretariat of Decolonization
- Sociologist, anthropologist and amautas

 Colombia and Ecuador. Non-permanent interdisciplinary
teams of indigenous authorities and professionals to take
their constitutional decisions

Moral principles of the Constitution of Bolivia
(Art. 8)
ethical-moral principles of the plural society the ‘ama llula, ama quilla, ama sua’ (Which
(Which in
Quichua means do not be lazy, do not lie, do not steal).
The ‘suma qamaña’ (good life), the ‘ñandereko’ (harmonious life), ‘Teko Kavi’ (good
(good life),
the ‘ivi marei’ (land without evil) and the ‘qhapah ñan’ honorable way '

Autonomy and indigenous jurisdictions, and its
limits (Ontology of Legal Pluralism)
 COLOMBIA Judgment T-496/96 of the Constitutional Court of
Colombia refers to "collective entities“ within a TERRITORY
Art. 246: Indigenous authorities shall apply their law only when
they do not collide with ordinary laws (and the constitution)
 Ecuador art. 171
 Bolivia art. 192 II. Material, territorial (and extraterritorial , Judgment
0037/2013) and personal jurisdiction.

Indigenous autonomies and limits
 Hierarchy
Bolivia:
Bolivia: Indigenous law has same hierarchy as the ordinary
jurisdictions (art. 179. II Bolivia)
Art.
Art. 248 Colomba, and Art. 171 Ecuador (Lower Hierarchy)
Constitutional
Constitutional Block Art 410. II. Bolivian Constitution, art. 93 in light
of the Court Judgment C-225 in Colombia, and art. 417 in the
Ecuadorian Constitution.

TERRITORY, LAND RIGHTS AND THE
RIGHT TO BE CONSULTED
• Art.13 of the 169 International Labor Organization.
• territory is the place or space used somehow in activities that
allow the material and cultural reproduction of indigenous
peoples

• Article 63 of the Constitution of Colombia states that "the communal
lands of ethnic groups are inalienable and imprescriptible".

• A similar provision also is present in Ecuador (art. 57. 4) and in
Bolivia (Art 394. III)

• BOLIVIA IS CONSTITUTIONALLY OBLIGED TO GRANT
INDIGENOUS LANDS (ART. 395)

TERRITORY, LAND RIGHTS AND THE
RIGHT TO BE CONSULTED
NATURAL RESOURCES EXTRACTION

• Conflict with non-renewable resources
• Right to prior consultation, on every measure the State
affects indigenous communitties

• Art. 311 of the Bolivian Constitution, art. 57. 7 Of the
Ecuatorian Constitution and judgment SU-039 1997 of
the Colombian Constitutional Court (The Hotel Case)

TERRITORY, LAND RIGHTS AND THE
RIGHT TO BE CONSULTED
ANCESTRAL TERRITORIES
Article 57 of the Ecuadorian Constitution states that
"... The territories of peoples in voluntary isolation
are irreductible and intangible ancestral
possessions and all extractive activity will be
forbidden." The violation of this provision, as the
same article provides, is condemned as ethnocide.

LINGUISTIC RIGHTS AND
EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS
• Article 10 of Colombia's Constitution states that in addition to Spanish,
"the languages and dialects of ethnic groups are also official in their
territories.“
• Ecuador articulates that Spanish is the official language, "Quichua" and
"Shuar" are official languages of the intercultural relations, and all others
are official in their territories (art. 2).
• Bolivia recognizes Spanish language and all native languages as official
in the state (art. 5 II). In addition, only the Bolivian Constitution adds a
mandatory requisite to access any public office position. This is speaking
fluently at least two official languages (art. 234. 7).

EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS
• Ecuador promotes the education in the mother tongue of indigenous communities but
also requires the teaching of Spanish as intercultural language (art. 347).
• It aims to reflect the cultural diversity in the entire educational system of the country
(Arts. 16.4 and 57.21), it does not create a special educational regime with an explicit
constitutional mandate as the other countries (However, University Amawtay Wasi,
whose mission is "Recovering woven fabric of life in the cosmic interculturality" )
• The Bolivian Constitution in its art. 93. 5 it created indigenous universities that carry
ancestral indigenous visions.
• Colombia recognized ethnocultural education since 1976. In 1994 the Colombian
government enacted a law to establish the basis of ethnocultural training on the
grounds of Articles 7, 10, 13, 27, 63, 68, 70 and 243 of the 1991 Constitution, which
promoted education based on ethnicity, with special features relating to the cultural
diversity of Colombia

CONCLUSIONS


Legal pluralism and indigenous rights have become one of the
cornerstones of these states.



ILO Convention 169, all indigenous peoples in those countries
became subjects of collective rights that allowed the transition to
a constitutional recognition



Constitutional syncretism



Linguistic and educational rights are important




for the survival of legal pluralism.
The “new model of states” are an effort of goverments to gain
social inclusion

